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Pronounced Improvement of the Interface Property of Fluoride/GaAs Structures

by Post-growth Annealing
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We show that post-growth annealing at high teurperature can markedly
inprove the interface property of fluori-de films grown by urol-ecular beam
epitaxy on GaAs(tOO). It has been found that the state densi-ties of the
CaF2/GaAs interface derived fron the Termanrs method(1MHz C-V measurement) i-s
redieed to about 5x1011 /cn2eV after anneali.ng typically at 850oC for 1min.,
although the C-V curves still have a little frequency dispersion of the
accumulation capacitance and sone hysteresi-s 1oops. Anbient effect during
annealing was investigated by neasuring the structural and electrical
properties of the films. Photolurninescence intensity of the CaF2 coated GaAs
was also measured before and after annealing.

1. Introduction
From viewpoints of fabrlcation of the

very high speed and 1ow power consumptj-on

integrated cireuits, the GaAs MIS(meta1-

insulator-semiconductor) devices are expected

to be a good candidate. Therefore, a number

of GaAs MIS teehnolog:-es[11 have been triedt
howeverr none of theur provides good' interface

properties enough to fabricate MISFETTs(f:-eta

effect transistors), mainly because of the

existence of a large number of interface
states within the bandgaP.

Recently, heteroePitaxY of such

crystalline insulator materials as al-kaline

earth fluorides(CaF2, Sr:F2 and BaF2)tZ-el and

lanthanum fluoride[9] was reported. In these

systemsi it is expected that the dangling
bond s at the senicond.uetor surf aee are

terminated by the atoms in the fluoride filn,
resulting in decrease of the interfaee state

density. It is also expected that the
contami-nation of the semiconductor surfaee is
avoided by successive growth of a

homoepltaxial GaAs laYer and a

heteroepitaxial fluoride film i.n an ultrahigh

D-1-6

vacuum systen. In this paper, we discuss the
effect of post-growth anneali.ng on interface
property of fluoride films on GaAs(tOO) using
the electrieal and PL(photolumineseence)
intens ity measurements.

2. hrperinental Procedure

Fluoride films such as CaF2 and SrF2 were
grown in the MBE(molecular beam epitaxy)
system which is eomposed of two growth
chambers connected with a gate valve, one is
used for the growth of GaAs and the other is
for fluorides. Base pressure of both ehambers

is less than 3x1 O-1 0 Torr. fn the
experiments, heavily Si-doped n-type
GaAs(tOO) wafers were chemieally cleaned and

etched in 3H2S0 4/H202/Hr0 solution. They were

then mounted with In on a Mo block which
served as an ohnic contaet at the baeksi.de
and loaded in the GaAs growbh ehamber. After
therna1 cleaning around 500oC in As

atmosphere, n+-buffer (zxlo18"r-3r1um) and.

active (6-9xlg15ss;3 r1um)layers were gror,rn at
600oC with a typieal growth rate of 1

Um/hour. The homoepitaxial samples were then
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transferred to the fluoride growth chamber

maintaining ultrahigh vacuum and fluoride
films about 1 00 nn thick were grown at
teurperature ranging from R.T, to 400"C with a

growth rate of 0.1-0.2 nmfs.

After deposition of the fluoride fi1msl
each sample was cut in two parts and then one

part was annealed at 800oC to 850"C for 1 to
3 min. in various gas ambient sueh as N2r Ar,

02 and HZ. Then, in order to measure the
electrical properties of the films, MfS

diodes were fabricated on both parts by

depositing A1 electrodes with diameters of
200 to 800 um in vacuuo. IR ord.er to further
investigate the interface properties of the

CaF2/GaAs(100) structure, PL intensities of
the annealed and unannealed samples were

measured using Ar laser(5ltr.5 nn) at 70K. In
this experiment, the i-ntensitie s were

conpared. between the successive data for the

two samples whi-ch were cooled simultaneously,
so that the experimental error due to the
d.ifferent sample setup becane niniiluo.
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Fig.1 1 MHz C-V characteristics of
MIS diodes fabricated on the
f luoride/GaAs(1 00) substrate.

Nomarski interference contrast rnicroscopy and

ellipsometry(5/*6.1 nm) were also used to
study the surface morphology and refractive
index of the films.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows 1l4Ez C-V characteristles
of a MIS diode wlth CaF2/GaA,s interfaee,
which was annealed at 800oC for 1 min. in N2

atnosphere. The dashed eurve is the
characteristics of the as-grown sample and

the solid curve is the post-growth anneal-ed

one which shows that the capacitanee value
vari-es from the accumulation to inversion
states. The aecumulation capacitance was

experimentally neasured by depositing the
fluoride film on the n+-GaAs layer under the

sane condition. Also, the breakdown voltage
of the fluoride film was found to be improved

from 5x1O5Y /cn of a typical value for as-
grown filrns to 1x106V/cm of ttrat for the
annealed ones. The inerease of the breakdown

voltage nay be explained by improvement of
the crystalline quality or densification of
the film during annealing. In fact, it was

observed that the refractive i.ndex of the
filns was increased. by the annealing
typically from 1./rO to 1./03. It was also
found fron the I-V neasurenent that the
resistivity of the fluoride filrn was higher
than 1x1O13 f,lcm.

fnterfaee state densities derived from
the lMHz C-V measurement(pi_g.t) using the
Termanrs method is shor^m in Figure 2. The C-V

curve from the inversion to accunulation
states was used in the calculation. The

result shor^rs a U-shaped distribution in the
bandgap and the uri-nimun density around the
midgap is about 5x10'l 1f enZeV. Inprovenent of
the breakdown voltage and the i_nterface
characteristics by post-growth annealing has

also been reported in the CaF2/Si(1 00)
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Fig.3 Frequeney dependence of the
C-V curve of the annealed sample.
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Fig./, C-V eurves of the samples
which annealed in vari-ous gas ambients.
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Fig.2 fnterface state density
distribution of the annealed sample
derived. from 1l{Hz C-V measurenent using
the Ternanrs nethod.

systemItO].

Figure 3 shows the dependence of the C-V
curve on frequeney ranging from ltOOHz to
1l4[z. It is noticed that the frequeney
dispersion is quite smaller in these
frequency range conpared with that of the
oxide/GaAs MIS system[11]. fn this
particular sanple, the hysteresi_s loop is the
earrier injection type as shown in the
figure. However, we often observed the ion
drift type hysteresis. The origin of the
hysteresis is not wel_1 understood at present.

In order to i_nvestigate the ambient
effects duri.ng thermal treatment, the samples
were annealed in various gases such as N2,

Ar, 02 and H2 aturosphere. Fi_gure { shows the
C-V curves of the samples annealed in vari_ous

gas ambients. The annealing in N2 or Ar gas
amb j.ent was ef f ecti ve to change the
capacitance from the inversion to
aceumulation value. But the thermal treaturent
in 02 or H2 gas atmosphere made the diodes
leaky rather than improved the C-V
charaeteristics. ft was also found that the
surfaee morphology of the fluoride films
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annealed in 02 and H2 anbient was rough and

rnilky, which is probably due to the reaetion
between these gases and fluoride fi1ns.
However, possibility of water vapor
contanination in H2 gas cannot be completely
denied.

The PL intensity of the fluoride/GaAs
samples gi-ves another measure of the
excellent interface properties. Figure 5

shows conparlson of the PL intensities
between the annealed and unannealed samples.

It is seen that the intensity from the
annealed. sample is abouf 15 times stronger
than the unannealed one. Frour this result, we

speculate that the interface itself between

the fluoride and GaAs was improved by the
post-growth annealing, though it is neeessary

to eontinue nore precise experiment in ord.er

to confirn the above speculation.

4. Conclusion

The post-growth annealing effects of MBE

grown fluoride films on GaAs(tOO) was

7OK PL
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investigated. It was found from the
electrical and. optical measurement that the

post-growth annealing is very useful in such

improvement of the film and interface
properties as increase of the breakdown

voltage of the filmsr reduction of the

interface state densityr and so ofir The

i-mprovement of the interface property nay

result in the rearrangement of the
interfaclal atons due to dissoci-ation of F

atons during the post-growth anneal-ing.
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Fig.5 Comparison of PL intensitles
between the annealed and unannealed samples.


